
Mobile Driver Vehicle Safety Check

Faster, Safer, Smarter



Transform traditional paper-based,  
walk-around checks to real-time, one-time 
data input and compliance that’s completely 
configurable and cloud-based, with our enterprise 
class mobile driver vehicle safety check software.

There are many reasons why SmartCheck is better for any size transport 
business to make their operations faster, safer, more cost-effective and 
confident of compliance. 

Right now, lots of businesses are discovering how easy Descartes 
SmartCheck makes it to transform their previously paper-based and 
slow vehicle checks, to join up information and reporting to ensure 
everyone, from driver to transport manager, has easy, instant access  
to information vital to compliance.

SmartCheck. Faster, Safer, Smarter.

Avoid roadside  
prohibitions due  
to roadworthiness.



Vehicle Status

Repair

SmartCheck is Descartes’ Mobile Driver Vehicle 
Safety Check (DVSC) solution.

It’s completely configurable, cloud-based, enterprise-class software for 
assuring compliance with walk-around driver vehicle safety checks, required 
by the Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency (DVSA). 

SmartCheck captures data from each vehicle check in real-time without the 
errors and delays of re-keying data from forms when they are eventually 
returned to the depot. 

Any issues recorded can be dealt with in a timely fashion.

SmartCheck also provides a complete auditable record of checks, any defects 
and corrective actions. As with all Descartes’ SmartCompliance solutions 
it comes with powerful reporting to turn vehicle check data into useful 
management information, to maintain a compliant transport operation.

Smarter real time vehicle 
check reporting made easy. 



Easy to set up, roll out and install, SmartCheck offers benefits for every  
role in your organisation by making data reporting easy and accessible.

By capturing walk-around vehicle check results in real time, complete with 
pictures if needed, your people have access to reliable data and management 
information, can easily demonstrate compliance and use the information  
to focus on any problem areas of non-compliance that could result in 
expensive fines or loss of the operators’ licence. 

DVSC guides commercial drivers to perform essential safety checks on vehicles 
and equipment used on public roads and ensures the checks are carried out by 
recording when the check took place, the GPS location and duration of the check.

Why SmartCheck?
Flat fee per vehicle 

Simple and intuitive

Customisable check forms

Compliance and activity reports

Location, duration and time recorded 

DVSC enables:
•  Commercial Drivers to perform safety checks of 

vehicles and other transportation assets using 
smartphones and industrial handheld computers.

•  Transport Managers to see the status of all vehicles 
in the fleet in real time and track the history of safety 
checks and repairs using a web browser.

•  Fleet Mechanics to log repairs and to set the safety 
status of vehicles in the fleet using a web browser.

•  Transport Operators to generate electronic compliance 
reports for the DVSA and generate internal reports of 
defects and repairs. 



Features

Part of the Descartes SmartCompliance portfolio.

Download the DVSC App from Google Play.

Flat fee per vehicle, per month with no limit on the number of checks and no hidden charges for support or reporting.

Simple and intuitive user interface for drivers.

Customisable check forms with no limit to the number of forms created and used.

Configurable safety check zones and check points.

Can submit pictures to support the data submitted.

Web-based, secure solution accessed with a secure user name and password.

Asset Dashboard.

Repairs Page.

Compliance Report - high-level summary report of one or more vehicles.

Activity Report.

Forms Workbench.

ISO 27001 Accredited.

Fully supported via the Descartes Service Desk.

Get a complete compliance overview with tachograph data, drivers’ hours, vehicle checks, while ensuring your drivers are licensed to drive and hold a valid CPC.

Quick and easy set up and roll out to all drivers.

Cost effective and easy to budget - plus save money with a pre-pay option.

Easy and seamless transition from paper-based reporting to real time, electronic vehicle check data capture. 

DVSC can be used for and adapted to any vehicle or mobile asset that needs a walk-around check. 

Adaptable to any mobile asset.

Visual evidence of any defects helps the maintenance team to take corrective action.

No need to install software or manage IT - access any time any place, over any internet enabled device.

The complete picture of all assets, status, availability and action taken to correct reported defects.

Simple view of all defects and repairs status.

Easy and quick reporting.

Monitor individual driver behaviour and review in detail asset safety history.

Create, edit and assign safety check forms to individual assets.

Your data is safe, secure and always available.

Help is always on hand should you ever need it.

Features

SmartCheck

Benefits



Descartes Mobile
SmartCheck, Mobile Driver Vehicle Safety Check (DVSC) is also part of 
the Descartes Mobile family which includes applications for improving 
efficiency and operation of fleets. Mobile applications include Proof of 
Delivery and routing and delivery schedules.

Descartes Systems UK Ltd is accredited to ISO27001 – the international 
standard for information security management and are an accredited 
supplier of KPIs for the DVSA’s Earned Recognition scheme.

The Complete Picture
SmartCheck is part of the Descartes’ SmartCompliance portfolio that 
includes Smartanalysis tachograph analysis and SmartLicence driving 
licence and driver CPC verification with DVSA.  



Vehicle safety checks and 
reporting made easy.

Ready to make vehicle checks faster, safer, smarter? Find out more. 
 

e: info@descartes.com 
t: 01249 463355 

smartcompliance.descartes.com 


